Noncustodial Parents and the GIG Economy
By Elaine Sorensen
This brief describes how the Census Bureau
characterizes the gig workforce and summarizes
research fndings on the size of the gig workforce.
It also presents fndings on the prevalence of gig
work among noncustodial parents, using the 2017
U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population SurveyContingent Workforce Survey.
Highlights from the brief:
• Gig work is most associated with the following
four work arrangements: independent
contractors, on-call workers, working for a
temporary agency, and working for a contract
company.
• Gig work tends to be short-term and often
conducted outside of the traditional employeeemployer relationship, making it difcult to
enforce child support orders.
• According to the Census Bureau, 10% of
the U.S. workforce had one of the four work
arrangements associated with gig work as
their main job in 2017, and 70% of these were
Independent Contractors.
• Other research has tended to fnd more gig
workers than the Census Bureau, ranging as
high as 29% of the workforce engaged in gig
work as their main job. However, these other
estimates are not as reliable as those of the
Census Bureau. Nonetheless, they suggest
that the Census Bureau estimates are a lower
bound on the prevalence of gig work as a
worker’s main job.

STORY BEHIND
THE NUMBERS
Through a deeper understanding of
the trends in child support program
data and other data that affects
the program, the Story Behind the
Numbers series aims to inform
policy and practice and strengthen
program outcomes.

• A key limitation of the Census Bureau data is
that it only counts persons as gig workers if gig
work is their main job. This approach misses a
considerable amount of gig work.
• This study fnds that gig work is more prevalent
among noncustodial parents than other
workers. In 2017, 1 in 7 working noncustodial
parents were performing gig work as their
main job, and 1 in 10 were working as
Independent Contractors as their main job.
Since these estimates rely on the same survey
used by the Census Bureau, these estimates
should be viewed as lower-bound estimates on
the prevalence of gig work among noncustodial
parents.
• Gig work for noncustodial parents is highly
concentrated in two sectors of the economy
– construction, and professional and business
services.
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Noncustodial Parents and the GIG Economy
Introduction
There is a lot of talk about the “gig economy” and the growing number of people who work
in it. Much of this discussion is spurred by the rapid changes in technology that have made it
easier for companies to use gig workers, such as the proliferation of on-demand platforms that
consumers use daily.
But what is gig work? The most common defnition of gig work focuses on the work
arrangement.1 Individuals provide their services to companies on a short-term, temporary basis.
They typically work on a specifc task or for a certain amount of time. Once the task or shift is
complete, the gig is up, and the worker moves on. The term originated in the music industry
to describe the work of musicians but is now used to describe a wide range of short-term
and temporary jobs, such as traveling nurses and doctors, substitute teachers, and freelance
workers.
Some observers have been concerned about the rise of gig work.2 While gig work may increase
fexible work opportunities, gig workers may not have the same protections and benefts
that traditional employees have. Gig work is often associated with low pay, no benefts, and
employment instability. In addition, most of these workers are not covered by social insurance
programs or employment and labor laws.
The gig economy also makes it more difcult to enforce child support orders. Federal law
requires employers to provide basic information on new employees to the child support program.
States collect this information in their State Directory of New Hires and forward it to the National
Directory of New Hires.3 It’s used to issue income withholding orders for noncustodial parents
who are recently employed and owe child support. The new hires reporting process is one of
the main ways that child support programs implement income withholding orders to collect
child support. In most states, this system does not extend to workers outside of the traditional
employee/employer relationship.4
Another way in which gig work further complicates collecting child support is that gig work is
usually short term. If a noncustodial parent has a steady job, child support can become a reliable
source of income for custodial families via income withholding. The cost of collecting child
support under these conditions is minor for the child support program. On the other hand, if the
noncustodial parent is working short-term gigs for diferent companies, it is less likely the parent
will pay child support consistently, and issuing income withholding orders is more labor intensive
and costly for the child support program.
The purpose of this brief is to summarize the latest research on the size of the gig workforce and
describe the extent to which noncustodial parents participate in it.
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How many gig workers are there?
Recognizing the need to measure the changing nature of the labor market, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics developed a survey called the Contingent Worker Supplement (CWS) in the early
1990s. This survey is a supplement, or add-on, to the Current Population Survey (CPS), a survey
conducted by the Census Bureau each month to measure the unemployment rate. The CPS
interviews about 60,000 households each month. The CWS was frst conducted as a supplement
to the CPS in 1995 and has been conducted periodically since then, most recently in 2017.5 The
CWS measures whether people’s jobs are temporary or contingent in nature. It also measures
the following four work arrangements associated with gig work:
•
•
•
•

Independent contractors, independent consultants, and freelancers
On-call workers
Working for a temporary agency
Working for a contract company

According to the latest CWS, there were 153.3 million adults (age 16+) who were working for pay
or proft in May 2017, and 15.5 million of them, or 10% of the workforce, worked in one of the
four work arrangements listed above as their main job.6 Independent contractors comprised the
largest alternative work arrangement, representing 7% of the workforce.7
According to the CWS, the percent of the workforce engaged in the gig economy as their main
job has remained relatively stable over time. For example, in 1995, the frst year the CWS was
conducted, 10% of the workforce was employed in one of these four work arrangements, and
independent contractors represented 7% of the workforce, the same fgures as in 2017.8
Since the development of the CWS, many other household surveys have used these four
work arrangements to describe the gig workforce. Probably the most widely cited study was
conducted by Gallup in 2018.9 It defned gig work using these four work arrangements and
concluded that 36% of all workers in the U.S. had one of these four work arrangements and 29%
of all workers had one of these work arrangements as their primary job. Other studies have also
found more workers in these four work arrangements than the CWS, although not as many as
the Gallup study.10
The Gallup survey and most other household surveys that have examined the gig workforce
have used survey designs that result in samples that are less representative of the workforce
than the one conducted by the Census Bureau. For example, Gallup conducted its household
survey using random digit dialing to identify respondents, which research shows produces fewer
representative samples than address-based probability sampling used by the Census Bureau.11
In addition, Gallup asked survey respondents to complete an online survey about their work
arrangements and did not ofer any other option for completing the survey. Unfortunately, online
surveys can lead to biased results since not everyone in the U.S. has access to the internet, and
there are signifcant demographic diferences between those who have access and those who
don’t.12
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The General Social Survey (GSS) has also examined the size of the gig workforce,
estimating most recently in 2018 that about 21% of workers were working in one of the four
aforementioned work arrangements as their main job and that 13% were working as independent
contractors as their main job.13 The GSS uses a rigorous sampling methodology similar to that
used by the Census Bureau, but its survey response rate is signifcantly lower and its sample size
is much smaller than that of the CWS. The GSS response rate in 2018 was 60% and its sample
size for the question about work arrangements was 1,408 adults.14 In contrast, the CWS has
a considerably higher response rate and it asked over 60,000 adults its questions about work
arrangements.15
Other data besides household surveys have been used to examine the size of the gig workforce,
including tax data, banking records, and business surveys.16 Most of this research suggests that
the gig workforce is larger than the estimates provided by the CWS. The main reason these other
estimates are larger is because they are examining gig work regardless of whether it represents
the worker’s main job.
At this point, while the CWS is a large and reliable survey, other research suggests that it
provides a lower-bound estimate on the number of workers who perform gig work as their main
job. In addition, the CWS does not capture the extent to which workers are working in the gig
economy beyond their main job, which is a clear limitation that results in underestimating the full
impact of gig work on the U.S. workforce. Fortunately, important research has been conducted
on ways to improve the CWS.17 Thus, going forward, it should provide better estimates of the gig
workforce.

How many noncustodial parents are gig workers?
Despite the limitations of the CWS, it has one clear advantage for this analysis because it can
be merged with data that identifes noncustodial parents. The Current Population Survey asks
the following question as part of the Annual Social and Economic (ASEC) Supplement, which
is conducted in March: Does anyone in this household have any children who lived elsewhere
with their other parent or guardian at any time during the prior year? If the respondent answers
yes, the individuals in the household who have children living elsewhere are identifed. I use this
information to identify noncustodial parents.
As noted above, the most recent CWS was conducted as a supplement to the CPS in May 2017.
Given the sampling structure of the CPS, roughly one half of the households interviewed in
March are also interviewed in May. Thus, I merge the surveys conducted in March and May of
2017 to describe noncustodial parents’ participation in the gig workforce and compare their
participation to that of other workers. As I explained earlier, the CWS appears to provide lowerbound estimates on the number of workers who work in the gig economy as their main job. Thus,
the results presented below about the percent of working noncustodial parents who perform gig
work as their main job should also be viewed as lower-bound estimates.
I fnd that 14% of noncustodial parents who were working as of May 2017 had an alternative
work arrangement associated with gig work as their main job compared to 9% of other workers,
a statistically signifcant diference.18 This shows that gig work is quite prevalent among
noncustodial parents – representing about 1 in 7 working noncustodial parents.
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The most common alternative work arrangement for noncustodial parents was working as an
independent contractor. About 9.5% of working noncustodial parents reported that they had this
work arrangement as their main job. Independent contractors are self-employed. The companies
that hire them provide the individuals and the IRS with 1099 tax forms indicating the amount
they were paid. As noted above, federal law does not require companies to provide information
to the child support program about these work arrangements, which makes it more difcult to
collect child support. However, as of fall 2021, 17 states and territories have enacted laws that
require companies to provide information to the child support program about their independent
contractors.19
About 2.4% of working noncustodial parents reported that they were working on-call or as day
laborers as their main job. Another 2% were working for a temporary help agency as their main
job. About 3% reported that they were self-employed as their main job and did not have one of
these alternative work arrangements, and 83% said they were employed as regular employees as
their main job and did not have one of these alternative work arrangements.
Table 1. Work Arrangements for Working Noncustodial Parents and Other Workers in 2017
Work Arrangement

Working Noncustodial Parents

All Other Workers

86.0%

90.6%

Traditional Work Arrangement
Wage and Salary Worker
Self-Employed
Alternative Work Arrangement

83.0%
3.1%
14.0%

86.4%
4.1%
9.4%

Independent Contractors

9.5%

6.5%

On Call Workers

2.4%

1.5%

Work for Temporary Help Agency

2.0%

0.8%

Workers Provided by Contract Firm

0.1%

0.6%

Source: Author’s analysis of merged 2017 ASEC/CWS.

As noted above, alternative work arrangements are only examined for a worker’s main job, which
leads one to ask: what percent of noncustodial parents have two or more jobs? The CPS asks
this question each month and in May 2017, about 8% of working noncustodial parents indicated
that they had more than one job in the week prior to the survey compared to 5% of other
workers, a statistically signifcant diference. Among noncustodial parents who said they had
more than one job, the median number of hours actually worked on those other jobs in the week
prior to the survey was 12 hours.
Having multiple jobs at the same time creates further challenges for the child support program.
It requires child support staf to determine whether it should issue one or multiple income
withholding orders. If it sends only one order, it must decide to which company it should send
the income withholding order. If it sends multiple orders, it must decide the amount of each
income withholding order. These additional tasks add to the complexity and cost of issuing
income withholding orders.
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The CWS asks respondents what industry they work in, and this information is reported
in Table 2 for noncustodial parents overall and by their work arrangement. It shows that
noncustodial parents with traditional work arrangements are not heavily concentrated in any
particular industry, but noncustodial parents with alternative work arrangements are heavily
concentrated in two industries – construction, and professional and business services. About
1 in 5 noncustodial parents with traditional work arrangements work in these two industries,
whereas over half of noncustodial parents with alternative work arrangements work in these two
industries.
Table 2. Industrial Sector for Working Noncustodial Parents by Work Arrangement in 2017
Industry

Total

Traditional Work
Arrangement

Alternative Work
Arrangement

Agriculture

0.7%

0.8%

0.2%

Mining

1.6%

1.5%

1.7%

Construction

12.4%

10.7%

22.5%

Manufacturing

16.0%

18.0%

3.6%

Wholesale and Retail Trade

13.2%

14.0%

8.2%

Transportation and Utilities

5.6%

2.1%

0.3%

Information

1.9%

2.1%

0.3%

Financial Activities

6.1%

5.8%

7.9%

Professional and Business
Services

12.4%

9.6%

29.3%

Education and Health
Services

16.5%

17.6%

10.0%

Hospitality

5.3%

5.9%

1.3%

Other Services

5.0%

4.4%

8.9%

Public Administration

3.4%

4.0%

0.0%

Source: Author’s analysis of merged 2017 ASEC/CWS.
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